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The possible numbers of distinct blocks in a triple system of order v  and index 
1 are determined for all u and all A, with four exceptions when v= 14 and one 
exception when VE 8 (mod 12). The spectrum is determined using a number of 
general tripling constructions for triple systems. 0 1992 Academic Press. 1~. 

1. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES 

A triple system of order v and index 1, ot TS(u, A), is a pair (V, A?). V is 
a v-set of elements, and W is a collection of 3-element subsets of g called 
blocks or triples. Each 2-subset of V appears in precisely L of the blocks in 
4. In a TS(u, A), every element must appear in n(o - 1)/2 triples, and the 
total number of triples b is Av(v - 1)/6. Since both are integral, we require 
that I = 0 (mod gcd(u - 2,6)) for a TS(u, 1) to exist. The sufficiency of this 
condition for all u 2 3 is well known. In fact, if A< u - 2, one can further 
stipulate that a contain no repeated triple [7]; such a triple system is 
termed simple. 

For certain statistical applications, however, one is concerned with 
having few blocks distinct, rather than having all distinct [S, 181. For this 
reason, Foody and Hedayat [S] initiated a study of the possible numbers 
of distinct blocks in a triple system TS(u, A) (and for more general designs). 
We use their nomenclature here. The support a* is the set of blocks of a 
TS(o, A)( V, a); the number of distinct triples in W (the number of triples 
in 9J*) is the support size b* of the triple system. The support size 
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b* = b*(B) of a triple system TS(u, J.)( V, g) is not in general determined 
uniquely by the parameters u and 1. We define the spectrum of support 
sizes 

squ, 1) = {b*(sq 1 3TS(u, A)( v, ?.a)}. 

The support size problem is to determine SS(u, 1) for all u and all II. 
First we examine necessary conditions. Let m, = Lo(v - 1)/6 J and s, = 

Lu(u + 2)/6 J. Let M,, 1 = min(A, u - 2) u(u - 1)/6. Now define PS(u, 1) = @ 
if If0 (mod gcd(u - 2,6), and otherwise according to Table I when 
A # u - 2. For J = u - 2, PS(u, A) is defined similarly, but with the omission 
of {M”, J. - 5, M”, 2. - 3, M”, A - 2, M”, 1 - I>. 

For all u, Colbourn and Mahmoodian [S] proved that if x E SS(u, A), 
then x E PS(v, A) or u E 8 (mod 12) and x = s, + 8. The exceptional case 
s, + 8 for u E 8 (mod 12) has not been resolved; no example of such a 
TS(u, A) is known at present. On the basis of these necessary conditions, 
Colbourn and Mahmoodian [S] stated a conjecture as follows: 

The Support Size Conjecture. For u # { 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14}, SS(u, 1) = 
PS(u, 2). 

Various computational investigations have determined SS(u, A) precisely 
for small orders u; see [9] for u = 6, [S] for u = 7, [lo] for u = 8, [ 131 for 
u = 9, [ 121 for u E { 10, 11 }, and [3] for u = 12. However, the first general 
sufficient condition was established by Rosa and Hoffman [ 151 who deter- 
mined SS(u, 2) for all u. Subsequently, Colbourn and Mahmoodian [4,5] 
determined SS(u, 3) and SS(u, 6), with the possible exception of s, + 8 for 
u E 8 (mod 12) in the latter. Colbourn and Milici [6] then determined 
SS(u, A) for J E (4, 5, 7, 8). 

Until recently, all of the constructions recursively produced solutions for 
larger orders, but with the same index, and hence were unsuited to solving 
the general problem. Colbourn and Milici adapted a 2u + 1 construction to 
provide a recursive method that increases the index, for u E 1, 3 (mod 6). 
Khosrovshahi and Ajoodnani-Namini [ 111 developed a 2u - 2 construc- 

TABLE I 

u (mod 12) wu, A) 

(44 S”, 3” + 2, S” + 3, . . . . M”, A 
1, 3, I,9 mu, m, + 4, m, + 6, m, + I, . . . . M,, 1 
2 s, 1 + 8, . . . . Mu, 
5, 11 m, + I, m, + 10, m, + 11, . . . . M, i 
6, 10 S” + 1, S” + 2, . . . . M”, * 
8 S” S” S” + 7, + 9, + 10, . . . . M”, 2 
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tion that also increases the index and settles the support size conjecture 
affirmatively for all v ~0 (mod 4) (with the possible exception stated 
before). 

Our goal in this paper is to develop a set of tripling constructions and 
to use them to prove that the conditions of the support size conjecture are 
sufficient. In particular, we prove the following: 

MAIN THEOREM. For 04 (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 141, if ~$8 (mod 12), 
SS(v, A) = PS(v, A); and if v s 8 (mod 12), PS(v, A) G SS(v, 1) E PS(v, 1) u 
1s” + 8 1. 

While u E (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14) is excluded in the statement of the Main 
Theorem, we require information regarding the spectrum for SS(v, A) in 
these cases for the recursions. For convenience, we define EX(v, J.): 
PS(o, n)\SS(u, 1); EX(6,2)= {9}, EX(6,4)= (9,11, 12, 13, 15, 18}, and 
EX(6,2p) = (9, 11,12, 13, 15} for p > 3 [93; EX(7,3) = EX(7,5) = { 16}, 
EX(7,4)= (16, 24, 271, EX(7,6)= (16,34), and EX(7, A)= (16) for ail 
227 [S]; EX(8,6p)= (20) for all p>/ 1 [lo]; EX(9, A)= (16, 19} for all 
282 [13-J; EX(lO, 2~)= (22) f or all p > 1 [12, 151; EX(12,2~) = (30) for 
all p > 1 [3, 15). The extent of exceptions for v = 14 is not known at 
present; however, Colbourn and Mahmoodian [S] showed that 
EX( 14,6~) c (45,46, 47,48 ) for /I > 1. Only for v = 14 does the determina- 
tion of the minimum support size remain unresolved. 

In the remainder of the paper, we first develop a set of 3v, 30 - 2, and 
30 - 4 constructions. We then apply these constructions to the proof of the 
Main Theorem in Section 5. We assume familiarity with standard ver- 
nacular in design theory [ 1, 173 and with the direct product construction 
and the Bose-Skolem construction for triple systems. 

2. THE 3v AND 3v-2 CONSTRUCTIONS 

In this section, we develop recursive constructions for determining 
SS(3v, A) and SS(3v - 2, A) from SS(v, p). We form a number of collections 
of sets of triples on Z, x Zj, in which the sets of the collection are disjoint, 
or nearly disjoint. 

Let Y be the triples of a resolvable TD(3, n) on Z, x Z,, with groups 
aligned on Z, x (i} for i E Z,. We use the subscript notation xi for 
(x, i) E Z, x Z,. F has a partition into n parallel classes of triples 
P 0, -9 P,- ,. Without loss of generality PO contains (x0, x,, x2> for all 
x E Z,. A resolvable TD(3, n) determines 6n permutations on Z, x Z3 as 
follows: For all x E Z, and all irz Z,, permutation nj fixes xi and xi- I and 
maps xi+l to Yi+l if (xi, yi+ ,} appears in a triple of Pj; $j fixes xi and 
xi+l and maps xi- 1 to yi- i if {Xi, yi- i} appears in a triple of Pi. We use 

S82a/61/2-4 
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another permutation on 2, x Z3: (T fixes x0 and x1 and maps x2 to (x + l), 
for XEZ,. 

Let L be an n x n commutative idempotent Latin square, for n odd. Let 

Tl = { Ixi7 Yi7 L(x9 Y)t + I > I x<y,x,yEZ,,iEZ3}uP0 

Tz= { {xi,Yi,L(x,Y)i-~} I x<y,x,yEZ,,iEZ3}uP0. 

Then for in Z, set 

LEMMA 2.1. For n odd, the sets of triples 

a’(~), . . . . on-‘(9-), T;, . . . . T;-‘, a(T;), . . . . a(T;-I) 

are pairwise disjoint. 

Proof. That a’(Y) and a’(F) are disjoint for i#j follows from the fact 
that F contains a unique triple containing {x,,, y, } for x, y E Z,. Since Tf 
contains only those triples {x0, y,, z2} that appear in F-, and a(Ti) 
contains only those in a(F), the sets a’(F) are disjoint from the rest. 

Moreover, sets obtained from T, are disjoint from those obtained from 
T2, since the former contain triples of the form {xi, yi, zi+r}, while the 
latter contain triples of the form {xi, yi, zi- , }. We need only verify that T{ 
and Tf are disjoint for j # k, the case for T, being similar. This disjointness 
is a result of the fact that $(z,+ r) = nb(zi+ 1) only ifj= k. 1 

Similarly, we have: 

LEMMA 2.2. For n odd, the sets of triples 

a’(F), . . . . a”-‘(~), Ty, . . . . T;- ‘, T,o, . . . . T;-l 

have the property that Ti n Ti = Pi for i E Z,, and the sets are otherwise 
pairwise disjoint. 

We use these lemmas as the basis for one pair of 3v and 3v - 2 construc- 
tions. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let v be odd. Let A= I, + A, with A, ~0 (mod 3) if v= 5 
(mod 6). Let soI sl, SUE SS(v, A). Let t be 0 if ;I1 =O, and 1 <r < 
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min(v - 2, A,) otherwise. Let p be 0 if A2 =O, and 1 <,u <min(2v, 2,) 
otherwise. Then 

sg + s1+ s2 + TV2 + j4 3v - 1)/2 E SS(3Y, 2). 

Proof: We form the required triple system on Z, x Z, with blocks g. 
First, on Z, x {i} place the triples of a TS(v, 1,) having si distinct blocks, 
for each ie Z,. Now use a resolvable TD(3, v)Y to form permutations and 
any commutative idempotent Latin square L to form the sets T, and T, 
before. 

Choose any T of the sets o’(Y) for 2 6 i<n - 1; if r is not zero, place 
T - 1 of the chosen sets in g once each and place the triples of one of the 
chosen a’(Y) in &i’, 1, - T + 1 times. Finally, choose any p of the sets Tf 
and o(Ti); if p > 0, place the blocks of p - 1 of these in g once each and 
place the blocks of the remaining one in SJ’, I, - p + 1 times. Using 
Lemma 3.1, it is easily verified that the result is a TS(34 1) with the 
required support size. 1 

LEMMA 2.4. Let v be even. Let A = 1, + 21,, where 1, E 0 (mod 2) for 
0=0,4 (mod6), and A,=0 (mod6) if v~2 (mod6). Let s,,,s,,s*E 
SS(v, A,). Let T be 0 ij-n, = 0, and 1 < T < min(l,, v - 2), otherwise. Let p be 
0 if 12* = 0, and l <p < min(A,, v - l), otherwise. Then 

ProoJ: Use a resolvable TD(3, v - 1 )F on Z,- 1 x Z, to form the 
permutations, and a commutative idempotent Latin square of side v - 1 to 
form the sets T, and Tz. Add a further point co. On (Z,+, x i)u {co}, 
place a TS( v, &) having si distinct blocks for each i E Z3. 

Choose any r of the sets a’(Y) for 1~ i < v - 2; if t > 0, include any T - 1 
of these once each and include one more 1, - T + 1 times. 

If p> 0, include Tf u Ti once for each 1< i < p; recall that T1 and T2 
intersect in P,- we retain only one copy of each such triple in their union. 
Then include T, u T2, A2 - p+ 1 times. 

Finally, for each triple {x, y, z} of parallel classes PI, . . . . P,- , , include 
the triples { 00, x, y}, { co, x, z}, and { 00, y, z). Include the same triples for 
each triple of P,, I, -p + 1 times each. Lemma 3.2 ensures that the result 
is TS(3v - 2,1) with the required support size. 1 

When n is even, n 4 (2, 6}, we still employ a resolvable TD(3, n); 
however, a modification is needed to deal with the nonexistence of com- 
mutative idempotent Latin squares of even side. We, instead, take L to be 
an idempotent n x n Latin square and make no assumption about whether 
L(x, y) = L(y, x) or not. Since it may happen that L(x, y) does equal 
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L(y, x), we must ensure that {xi, yi, L(x, y),} and {xi, yi, L(y, x),.} are 
not both taken as triples. Hence for each pair x, y E Z,, we choose 
an arbitrary ordering X-KY; in graph theoretic language, we choose an 
arbitrary tournament on vertex set Z,. We then define 

u= { {xi,Yi, L(x,Y)i+l}, {xi,.Yi, U.Y, x)i-l} I x+.Y, iEz3} upO 

and, using the permutations nj and +i defined by the resolvable 
TD(3, n)Y-, set 

uj~{n~~{Xi~Yi~L~x~~~i+~}~~~~~{xi~~i~L~~~x~~-~~} Ix~Y~iEZ3}uPj~ 

Then the following is a straightforward extension of Lemmas 2.1 and-2.2. 

LEMMA 2.5. The sets of triples 

d(Y), . ..) on-l(F), uo, . ..) CT,-, 

have the properties that each Uj contains no repeated blocks and each pair 
of sets is disjoint. 

This underlies the second 3u - 2 construction: 

LEMMA 2.6. Let v be odd, v${3,7}. Let I=1,+2&, with A,=0 
(mod 3) if v E 5 (mod 6). Let sO, sl, s2 E SS(o, A,). Let z = 0 if A, = 0, and 
l<rbmin(l,,v-2), otherwise. Let p=O if &=O, and 
1~ p < min(A,, v - 1 ), otherwise. Then 

Proof: We form the required blocks 9 on (Z,- i x Z,) u {co }. We use 
a resolvable TD(3,v-l)Y and an idempotent (v-l)x(v- 1) Latin 
square L to form the sets Uj for j E Z, ~ i . For i E Z,, we include in B the 
blocks of a TS(u, A,) on (Z,-, x (i})u { a~>. 

If r > 0, place in g the blocks of c’(Y) once each for 2 6 j< t, and 
1, --z+ 1 times each for j= 1. 

If Jo > 0, place the blocks of Uj in W once each for 1 <j< p, and 
A., - p + 1 times each for j = 0. 

Finally, if {x, y, z} E Pi, place the blocks (co, x, y}, {co, x, z}, and 
jy ;’ in 2+3 once each for 1 <j< pL, and 1, -p + 1 times each for 

The 30 construction when v is even is somewhat more complicated. Write 
v = 2n, and suppose that there is a resolvable TD(3, n)Y. Using Y-, if n is 
odd, we form the sets T1 and T2 and set Xj = T{ u Ti for j E Z,. If n is even, 
we set Xi= Uj. 
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We use the partition a’(Y), . . . . a”-‘(r), together with Xj, jeZ, on 
Z, x Z,, to form a partition on Z2 x Z, x Zj, using the notation xi for 
(0, x, i), and Xi for (1, x, i). 

For each set of triples of the partition on Z, x Z,, we form a set of 
triples on Z, x Z, x Z,, by replacing each triple (x, y, z} by the four triples 
(x, Y, z>, {x, Y, q, {-f, Y, f>, and {X, j, z}. It is important that the four 
triples obtained by applying the permutation (x X)(y j)(z Z) are disjoint. 
Hence each set a’(Y) yields two disjoint sets of triples Sp and S! on 
Z, x Z, x Z, ; similarly, each set X, on Z, x Z, yields two disjoint sets XT 
and X,!. 

The disjointness of the sets of triples is a direct consequence of Lemmas 
2.2 and 2.5. It is worthwhile noting that in fact the partition obtained 
contains every triple of the form {x0, y,, z2} for x, y, z E Z, x Z, in 
precisely one set of triples. 

LEMMA 2.7. Let v be even, v#{4,‘12). Let 1=A,+21,, where A,=0 
(mod2), ifv-0,4 (mod6), andA,rO(mod6), $0~2 (mod6). Letz=O 
if II, =O, and 1 < t<min(A,, v-2), otherwise. Let p=O if &=O, and 
1 <p < min(&, u), otherwise. Let sO, s,, s2 E SS(v, A,). Then 

sg + s, + s* + TV2 + pu(3v - 1) E SS(30, A). 

Proof We use the sets of triples S;, Si for 1 <j < v/2, and X,?, X,! for 
je Zv,2, defined earlier. For i E Z,, place on Z, x Z,, x {i} a TS(v, A,) 
having si distinct triples. Next include any T of the sets ST, S,! ; when t > 0, 
include the triples of one of them 1, - t + 1 times, and the triples for the 
remaining z - 1 sets, once each. Finally, if ,U > 0, choose any p of the sets 
XT, fyf and include the triples of one, 1, -p + 1 times, and of the 
remammg p - 1 sets, once each. 1 

3. THE 3v - 4 CONSTRUCTIONS 

The 3v - 4 constructions pose a different type of problem. In the 30 and 
3u - 2 constructions, the recursive constructions form three systems that 
intersect in zero or one common element. The natural extension for the 
3u - 4 construction is to form three systems on (Z,_ 2 x Z,) u { 00 i, co*} 
that intersect in the two common elements { 00 i, co*}. However, in this 
case, we cannot have the three triple systems intersecting in a subsystem as 
before, since there is no triple system on two elements. Nevertheless, we 
adapt the same basic strategy to obtain the 3u - 4 construction. 

In developing the 3v and 30 - 2 constructions, we essentially 
amalgamated two well-known constructions: the direct product and the 
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Bose-Skolem constructions. Our first task is to develop analogous basic 
constructions for the 3v -4 case. First, we develop an analogue of the 
Bose-Skolem construction for v odd. 

Let L,, L,, L, be commutative idempotent (v-2)x (v-2) Latin 
squares. Let n,, z2, x3 be permutations on Z,- 2 for which 
rcr(O) = 7c2(0) = n,(O) = 0, and let rt,, rc2, rc3 permute the nonzero elements 
of Z”-, in cycles of even length. Then for Jo { 1, 2, 3 >, form 

Dj={{X~~Yi,(~j(Z))~+~} IX<J’~L,(x~.Y)=Z~iEZ3} 

0, covers all pairs on Z,- z x Z, once each except those of the form 
{xiv (n,(X));+11 for XEZu-2y i E Z,. Now colour the nonzero elements of 
Z v-2 in two colours, say white and black, so that xi(x) is coloured 
oppositely from x (this can be done since rrj consists of even length cycles). 
Then if x is white, add the triple {co,, xi, (nj(x)),+,} to Dj for iEZ3; if x 
is black, add { co2, xi, (r~,(x))~+ ,} instead. 

0, now covers all pairs on (Z, _ 2 x Z,) u { co 1, co 2} once each, except 
precisely those on { oo,, co2, O,, 0,, O,}. Hence D, u D, u D,, together 
with the blocks of a TS(5, 3) on (co,, co2,00,0,, O,}, gives a 
TS(3v -4, 3). This construction has much flexibility, since the permuta- 
tions and the Latin squares can all be chosen independently; in fact, it is 
an easy exercise to check that if we choose two of the permutations to be 
the same, we need not require that the common permutation x consist of 
even length cycles, since in that case we may simply include both 
(00,~ xi, (n(x));+,> and { co2, xi, (n(x)),+ ,} for all nonzero x and iE Z3. 

To achieve the full spectrum of support sizes, we must also employ a 
construction that uses transverse triples (those of the form {x0, y, , z2 1). 
Hence we develop a second 3v - 4 construction, which is somewhat more 
restrictive in its basic form. Suppose that v E 1, 3 (mod 6), and let M be an 
arbitrary (v - 2) x (v - 2) Latin square. Let L,, L, be commutative idem- 
potent (v - 2) x (v - 2) Latin squares and choose an arbitrary permutation 
71 on Z,-,. 

Using L, and L,, form Dj for jE { 1,2} on ZVPz xZ,. Then add the 
triples { 00 *  7 xi9 (K(x))i+ 11 and {oo2,xi, (r~(x))~+r} for UN XEZ,-~ and 
i E Z,. At this point, we have covered all pairs on (Z, _ 2 x Z,) u { cc,, cc, } 
twice, except the pair {cc r, 00~) that is uncovered. Add the triples 

{{-%lYl?z21 I wTJJ)=z~ 

and finally, for iEZ3, place a TS(v, 1) on (Z,+,x {i})u {a,, coz}. The 
pair { 00 1, cc 2 > is covered once in each of the three TS(v, 1 )‘s, and hence 
appears in three triples in total, as required. Hence the result is a 
TS(3v - 4,3). 

Our strategy is an amalgamation of these two basic constructions. We 
first treat the easiest case: 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let 1 = 31,, where I, = 0 (mod gcd(u - 2, 6)). Let 
s,,, sl, s2 E SS(o, 2). Let 1 < r, p < min(u - 2, A,). Then 

Proof: We form the blocks %J of the required TS(3u -4,n) on 
(z”-*xz,)u h coz}. First, for iEZ3, we place on (Z,_,x {i})u 
@l> co,}, a TS(u, 2,) having si distinct triples. 

Choose an arbitrary (u - 2) x (u - 2) Latin square A4, and define 

Ej=({Xo,Yl, (Z+~)Z} I M(XvY)=Z} 

for j E Z, _ *. Add to B the triples of Ej once each for 1 Q’ < 7, and add the 
triples of E,, I, - 7 + 1 times each. 

Choose an arbitrary (u - 2) x (u - 2) idempotent Latin square L, and an 
arbitrary permutation rr on Z, ~ *. For j E Z, _ *, define 

and 

Aj= { {x03 Yo, (2 +i)l >v {Xl 5 YI > (Z+~)Z}, 

{x2, Y2, (z -2301 I x <y; z = dL(x, Y))} 

Bj= {{XOYYOP (Z+a)2), {XZ~J’Z~ (Z-~)I>Y 

(Xl,Yl, (z-A,> I x>Y;z=~-'(L(x,Y))). 

Then form ‘Cj to be the union of Aj, Bj, and 

Then include in Bt the triples of C, once each for 0 <j< p - 1, and 
1,-p++ timeseachforj=p-1. 1 

In this proof, the usual ordering < in Z,_, could in fact be replaced by 
an arbitrary ordering < on the unordered pairs of Z,- *. Lemma 3.1 gives 
us the necessary tool to handle all cases when u f 2 (mod 3), but yields 
only 1~0 (mod 9) when u = 5 (mod 6), and only I=0 (mod 18) when 
u E 2 (mod 6). Hence we modify the construction to treat these anomalous 
cases. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let v2 (mod3), ~25. Let 1=31,+6, 1,>0, I,=0 
(mod gcd(u - 2,6)). Let so, sl, s2 E SS(u, 1,). Let 1 < 7 < min(u - 2, A,). Let 
1 <p < min(u - 2, A, + 3). Let a = 0 ifeuery pair of a TS(u, ,I,) with support 
size si appears in at least u - 3 distinct triples, and a E (0, 6) otherwise. Let 
/.I=0 ifp=l, /I= -6 ifp=1,+3, and BE (0, -6) otherwise. Let y = 3 if 
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z= 1, y=O ifz=v-2 and YE (0, 3) otherwise. Let 6=0 ifz= 1, 6= -1 
ift=l, and 6E{O, -11 otherwise; moreover, ifS= -1 and y=O, ~22. 
Then 

Proof: We follow the proof of Lemma 3.1 closely. We choose a 
(v - 2) x (v - 2) idempotent Latin square L arbitrarily and choose an 
arbitrary permutation 7t that satisfies rc(0) = 1 and n( 1) = 0. The choice of 
L and z defines sets Cj for Jo Z,- 2 as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Next 
choose an arbitrary (v - 2) x (v - 2) Latin square A4 that satisfies 
M(O,O)=M(l, l)=O and M(0, l)=M(l,O)=l (that is, A4 has a 2x2 
subsquare on (0, 1 }). Use M to form sets E, for jo Z,_, as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.1. 

Define~‘,tobeC,omittingthesixtriples{co,,Oi,li+~},{~,,Oi,li~~} 
for iEZ3. 

Now we construct the required TS(3v - 4,1). For i E Z,, place the 
triples of a TS(v, 1,) on (Z,_,x {i})u {co,, co*} in such a way that 
b% ~2,Oi> and (~1, 002, li} are not in the TS(v, A,), if a = 6, and are 
in the TS(v, A,), if a = 0. In the first case, we can always choose to place 
the system in this way, since there is some pair appearing in fewer than 
v - 3 distinct triples. In the second, we note that no TS(v, 1,) has all blocks 
Al-times repeated, and hence some pair appears with two different elements 
in triples. 

Now if /I = -6, include the triples of C0 once, those of Cj for 
l<j<p-2 once, and those of C,-, each A,--p+l times. If fl=O, 
include, instead, the triples of C, once, those of C,,, 1, - p times, and those 
of C,, once each for 1 <j < CL. 

If y = 3 and 6 = - 1, include the triples of Ej once for 1 <j< r, and 
A, - T + 1 times for j = r. If y = 3 and 6 = 0, include instead the triples of Ej 
onceeachfor2<j<r,andA,-z+l timesforj=l.Ify=Oand6=-1, 
include instead the triples of Ej once each for 0 <j < r - 2, and A, - T + 1 
times for j = r - 1. Finally, if y = 0 and 6 = 0, include the triples of Ej once 
each for j = 0 and 2 <j < r, and 1 i - r + 1 times for j = 1. By construction, 
E, contains the triple {I,, 1,) 1,); omit one copy of this triple. 

The collection of triples 9 so constructed is “nearly” a TS( 30 - 4,J.). All 
pairs are covered precisely A times each, except that 

l eb cc 2 > appears only 31, times, 

l (2,~~) appears only 3J,+5 times for rE{cor, co2}, xE{O, l}, 
ieZj, 

l {Oi, lj} appears only 31, + 5 times for i#j, i, jEZ3, and 
0 { li, lj} appears only 31, + 5 times. 
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We remark that the omission of the six triples in & reduced the number 
of distinct triples by six if p = -6, and left it unchanged when fi = 0. 
Similarly, the omission of the triple {l,, l,, 12} reduced the number of 
distinct triples by one when 6 = - 1, and left it unchanged for 6 = 0. 

Now we complete B to a TS(3v - 4, A) by adding the triples 

’ too,, co*, xi) for XE (0, 11, ieZ3; 

l {O,, I , ,  12jr (lo, O,, 12}, and {lo, l,,O,}. 

The six triples containing {co,, a2 > add six distinct triples when a = 6, 
and duplicate existing triples when a =O. The three remaining triples all 
appear in E,, (they arise from the 2 x 2 subsquare of M), and hence add 
three distinct triples when y = 3 and duplicate existing triples when 
y=o. 1 

The necessity to exchange some triples for others in the proof makes the 
construction somewhat complicated, but as we shall see, it also affords the 
flexibility to handle the wide variety of cases that arise. 

For the remaining case, we could use a similar proof and align a second 
2-cycle in z with a disjoint 2 x 2 subsquare of M to perform the triple 
exchange twice. However, when v = 5 (mod 6), and A= 3u- 3, our 
ingredients would then be TS(v, u - 5)‘s and we would fail to cover the 
entire spectrum needed. Instead, we reverse the triple exchange in the 
proof. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let v = 2 (mod 3), v 2 5. Let A = 3A, - 6, I, 2 6, and 1, = 0 
(mod gcd(v - 2, 6)). Let sO, sl, s2 E SS(u, Ai). Let 1 < r < min(v - 2, A,). Let 
1<p<min(v-2,A1--3). Let aE{-6,O); a=-6 only if there are 
TS(v, 1, )‘s with support sizes sO, sl, s2, each having some pair of elements 
appearing in two singly repeated blocks, and a = 0 only if there is some pair 
in two multiply repeated blocks. Let /I = 0 if p = v - 2, and /3 E {0,6} 
otherwise. Let y = 0 if z = 1, - 3, y E { -3,O} otherwise. Let 6 = 0 if 
? = v - 2, and 6 E (0, I> otherwise. if 6 = 1 and y = - 3, suppose that ? > 2. 
Then 

s,,+s, +s,+$v-2)*+p(v- 1)(3v-6)+a+/-I+y+6ESS(3v-4, A). 

Proof: The proof is essentially obtained by reversing the triple exchange 
in the proof of Lemma 3.2, and hence we omit the details. 1 

The essential observation is that if si > A., v(v - 1)/12, some pair of 
elements in a TS(v, A,) having support size si must appear in more than 
A,/2 distinct blocks, and hence must appear in at least two singly repeated 
blocks. We align the pair with (co,, co,}, so that the two singly repeated 
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blocks appear with Oi and with li. This ensures a loss of six triples in the 
exchange. On the other hand, if sic (1, - ) u(u - 1)/6, some pair must 
appear in two multiply repeated blocks (for u E 2 (mod 3)). 

4. SOME SIMPLE FAITHFUL ENCLOSINGS 

Colbourn and Milici [6] introduced a construction that proves useful in 
handling very large values of the support size. A TS(u, p) (V, W) has a 
simple faithful enclosing in a TS(w, 2) ( W, 59) if Q/&9 has no repeated 
blocks, 9 G 9, and all triples in 9 that have all three elements from Y are 
triples of g. Colbourn and Milici observe that if s E SS(u, p), and a simple 
faithful enclosing of a TS(o, II) into a TS(w, A) exists, 

s+~w(w-1)/6-~u(u-l)/6~SS(w,~). . 

Few general results concerning simple faithful exclosings are known, except 
in the case A = p (embedding), and A= 2, p = 1 [23. 

Nevertheless, we require only very easy cases: 

LEMMA 4.1. Zf a simple faithful enclosing of a TS( u, A) in a TS(w, p) 
exists, so also does a simple faithful enclosing of a TS(u, v - 2 -A) in a 
TS(w, w  - 2 - p) exist. 

Proof Simply take the complement with respect to the complete 
design. 1 

To apply Lemma 4.1, we use the simple embeddings of triple systems. 
For example, the Doyen-Wilson theorem ensures that a simple faithful 
enclosing of a TS(u, 1) into a TS(w, 1) exists for all u, w  3 1,3 (mod 6), 
w  > 2u + 1. Hence combining the Doyen-Wilson theorem, Lemma 4.1, and 
the Colbourn-Milici observation, we obtain: 

LEMMA 4.2. For u, w-l,3 (mod6), w>2u+1, ifs~SS(u,u-3) then 

S+W(W-l)(w-3)/6-u(u-l)(u-3))/6~SS(w, w-3). 

We can also use the 2u + x construction, XE { 1,4} (e.g., [S]) to embed 
a simple TS(u, A) in a simple TS(2u + x, 1) for all u ~0, 1 (mod 3), and 
;1 E { 2,4}. Hence we obtain: 

LEMMA 4.3. Let 1~ (2,4}, XE { 1,4}, and SESS(U, A). Let w =2u+x. 
Then 
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These two lemmas permit us to handle support sizes for triple systems 
whose index is just below that of the complete design; we require them to 
cope with the effects of the recursion on the (forced) omission of 5,3,2, 
and 1 from the maximum in the case 1= u - 2. 

We shall also encounter some difficulties with indices that are just more 
than v - 2, and hence we require another easy observation. For 
convenience, define SS,(u, A) to be the set of support sizes of TS(v, A)? 
having no triple repeated more than twice. Then we have: 

LEMMA 4.4. Zf SE SS2(v, A.) and A d v - 2, 

v(v- I)(u-2),‘6-Lv(v- 1)/6+s~SS(v, 20-4-A). 

Proof Complement the TS(v, A) with respect to two copies of the 
complete design. 1 

We apply Lemma 4.3 when s is very near the maximum, and hence shall 
not encounter difficulties with the stipulation that repeated triples appear 
at most twice. 

5. APPLYING THE RECURSIONS 

In this section, we prove the Main Theorem by employing the recursive 
constructions from Sections 2 and 3 to the known results on SS(v, A). 
The recursions have the drawback that exceptions for small orders are 
(sometimes) carried over to larger orders. Hence we prove a preliminary 
lemma that handles certain support sizes near the minimum. 

The lemma is implicit in earlier work, but appears not to have been 
stated explicitly: 

LEMMA 5.1. For v $ (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14}, for all I. > 6 satisjying A = 0 
(mod gcd(v - 2,6)), PS(v, 6) c SS(v, A). 

ProoJ Repeating each block of a TS(v, p)p times yields a TS(u, pp) 
having the same support size. Hence for v = 2 (mod 6), the statement is 
immediate. For o = 1,3 (mod 6), Lindner and Rosa [14] show that for 
v$ { 7,9}, if SE PS(u, 2), there is a decomposable TS(u, 2) with support size 
s. Hence PS(a, 2) c SS(v, A) for all A>, 2. It is now easy to verify that the 
2u + 1 and 2v + 7 constructions used in [4,5] preserve a spanning triple 
system of index 1 for v E 1,3 (mod 6), and a spanning triple system of 
index 3 for u = 5 (mod 6). Hence using these constructions we obtain the 
lemma for v odd. 

When u E 0,4 (mod 6), we remark that the 2u + 4 construction in [S] 
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preserves a spanning triple system of index 2, which together with the 
decomposability of solutions for small orders, yields the lemma for v 
even. ‘1 

Now we turn to the proof of the Main Theorem. We must show for all 
w$ (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14}, A>O, and s~PS(w,l), that ~ESS(W, A). We 
may assume that 12 9 [ 15,463. We may also assume that w  > 14, using 
the computational results cited before. We require the solution for order 14 
in the recursions. For w  = 14, we can apply the 2u - 2 construction [ 111 to 
settle A= 12 (forming decomposable TS( 14, 12)‘s in the process); this leaves 
only the four omissions (5, 3, 2, and 1 from the maximum) for larger 1. 
These are easily obtained using Lemma 4.4. For w  = 15, the 2v + 1 
construction in [6] establishes that PS(15, A) = SS(15, A) for all 1. 
Henceforth we assume that w  > 16. Using Lemma 5.1, we assume that 
s>w(w-1). 

For the remaining values of v, A, and s, we proceed by induction on w. 
We write w  = 3v, 3v - 2, or 3v -4, according to whether w  = 0, 1 or 2 
(mod 3). Our restriction on w  ensures that v > 6, and hence PS(u, A) 
contains more than one value. 

For each case, we state which construction to apply and with what 
parameters; we leave the verification to the reader. 

Case 1. w  = 3v. We first treat the subcases when v is odd in some 
detail. If v - 1, 3 (mod 6), proceed as follows. Let p be the smallest 
(nonnegative) integer for which 

s-pu(3u- 1)/2dM=min(&-p,r-2)(u(o-1)/2+v*). 

If s-~u(3~-l)/2~{M-5,M-3~M-2~M-l}, A-p=u-2, and I# 
3u - 2, set p to be one larger. Now observe that for s E PS( w, A), we obtain 
06pd2v. Set A, =2--p, A,=p, and s^=s-pv(3v-1)/2. 

Now find the smallest r such that t 2 1 and s^- rv* < N= 
min(v-2,A,)v(v-1)/2. If s^-rv*~{N--5,N-3,N-2,N-l}, then 
z<12,; increase r by one. Now set s”= s^ - tv’. Choosing s” in this way, it 
cannot exceed N. It is then possible to choose s,,, s,, s2 E SS(o, A,) so that 
s0 + s1 + s2 = 5. In fact, this can be done even for v E {7,9}, despite the 
exceptions in SS(v, A). Having chosen A,, &, r, /A, sO, si, s2 in this way, 
s E SS(u, A) follows by Lemma 2.3. 

When v E 5 (mod 6), there is a complication because we require that 
1, G 0 (mod 3). We use the notation LaJ6 to denote the largest integer c < u 
for which c = 0 (mod 6). Now when u = 5 (mod 6), let p be the smallest 
integer subject to 

s-&3v- 1)/2<M=min(LA-~]~, v-2)(v(v- 1)/2+v*) 
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and p>O if 1~0 (mod 3), ~2 1 otherwise. When s-pv(3u- 1)/2~ 
(M-5,M-3,M-2,M-l}, if Li-~J~=u--2 and ~<2u-2, increase 
p to the next smallest solution of the inequality. If ,u 2 2u - 2, apply 
Lemma 4.2. Having chosen p, set A, = LA--pJ3 and A2 =I -1,. Now 
choose z, sO, s,, s2 as before; apply Lemma 2.3. 

When u is even, we proceed in the same way, using Lemma 2.7. Here we 
must choose p to satisfy 

s-pu(3u- l)<M=min(LA-2pJ,, u-2)(u(u- 1)/2+u2), 

whereu=2ifu~0,4(mod6),andu=6ifur2(mod6),and~~lif~fO 
(mod 6) and u - 2 (mod 6). It is then easy to handle all cases when u # 12 
using Lemma 2.7, except when u - 2 (mod 6), ,J E (3~ - 6,3u-4}, and 
s E {x - 5, x - 3, x - 2, x - 1 } for x = ilu(30 - 1)/2. These are handled by 
Lemma 4.3 with x=4. This leaves only the case w= 36 when w  =0 
(mod 3). To finish this case, we apply the 2u- 2 construction [ 111 with 
u= 19. 

Case 2. w  = 3u -2. This case parallels Case 1 quite closely, using 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 in place of Lemmas 3.2 and 2.7, and using Lemma 4.3 
to handle the cases that are 1, 2, 3, or 5 from the maximum when w  = 4 
(mod 9). However, since in Lemma 2.6 we include ,u triple systems of index 
two, we obtain a complete solution only when A $ {w - 3, w  - 1, w, w  + 1 } 
if u - 2 (mod 3). Index w  - 3 is handled by Lemma 4.2. For index w  - 1, 
since Lemma 2.6 produces a TS(w, A) having a spanning TS(w, 2), we have 
PS(w, w  - 5) c SS(w, w  - 1). To handle the larger support sizes, apply 
Lemma 4.4; we must ensure that we can obtain a solution for the values in 
SS(w, w.- 3)\SS(w, w  - 5) that employ no repeated triple more than twice; 
this is an easy exercise using Lemma 4.3. For indices w  and w  + 2, 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 leave only 5, 3, 2, and 1 less than the maximum. These 
are produced using Lemma 4.4. 

Case 3. w  = 3u-4. The method is somewhat different here, since ;1, 
and A2 cannot be chosen independently. First we handle the situation when 
A/2/3 3 0 (mod gcd(u - 2,6)). Write I = 1, + 21,, with A, = AZ. Choose p to 
be as small as possible subject to 

unless s-~(~-l)(3u-6)~{M-5,M-3,M-2~M-l}), in which case 
p < u -2; in that event, choose p to be one larger. Set i =s - 
p(u - 1)(3u - 6). Choose 5 as small as possible so that 

s^-r(u-2)*dN=min(l,,u-2)u(u-1)/2 
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unlesss^E{N-5,N-3,N-2,N-1) and hencer<o-2;in thiscase,set 
z one larger. Now set S=s^-r(v-2)*. We can choose sO, si, s,ESS(U, A,) 
so that s0 + si + s2 = S. Now applying Lemma 3.1 gives the desired result, 
again notwithstanding the exceptions for small u. 

When A= 6 (mod 9) and u= 2 (mod 3), we instead write A= 1, + 2A, 
with A., + 3 = A2. We apply Lemma 3.2; here we have the added complica- 
tion of selecting admissible values for a, /I, y, 6. If A< w  - 2, restricting p 
to be at most 1, + 2 and T to be at most A, - 1, we can choose 
a = /I = 6 = 0, y = 3, to obtain all values from s E PS(w, A) for 

Then choosing r=A, and ~=1,+3, we select a=6, /I= -6, y=3, and 
6 = - 1 to obtain the remaining values, noting that 

is indeed the maximum. 
Otherwise, I > w  - 2. In this case, p # Ai + 3, and hence we can always 

choose a = /I = 0. It remains only to consider the case when Ai = u - 2, and 
the support size is 5, 3, 2, or 1 from the maximum. These are dealt with 
by Lemma 4.4. 

The case when I - 3 (mod 9) parallels the 6 (mod 9) case very closely, 
and we leave the detailed verification to the reader. 

The verification that, for u > 6, the exceptions in SS(u, A,) cause no 
omissions in the constructions is routine. 

Since in each case, the solution for SS(u, A) is sufficient to establish the 
Main Theorem for orders 3u - 4, 3u - 2, and 3u, the Main Theorem holds 
for all u > 16 by induction. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The applicability of tripling constructions in increasing the order and 
index simultaneously provides the necessary ingredient here for an essen- 
tially complete solution for the support size problem for triple systems. Of 
particular note are the novel 3u -4 constructions; the analogue of the 
Bose-Skolem construction for these orders is critical to the success of this 
approach. 

For a complete solution of the problem, it remains to settle four values 
in PS(14, 6), namely (45548). It also remains to determine the final value 
for u - 8 (mod 12), namely s, + 8. Colbourn and Mahmoodian [S] conjec- 
ture that there is no triple system of order u E 8 (mod 12) with support size 
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s, + 8, but the current techniques for establishing necessary conditions 
appear to be too weak to settle this last value. 

Finally, we remark that the solution here has much in common with the 
solution of the celebrated large set problem for triple systems; however, we 
have essentially used partitions of the complete design into triple systems 
with indices that need not be minimum. Moreover, the partitions we have 
used require the presence of three large subdesigns (or holes) in common 
among u- 2 classes of the partition. This suggests an interesting, but 
almost certainly difficult, extension of the large set problem which we 
outline here. 

Let u, w  satisfy gcd(u - 2,6) = gcd(w - 2,6) and w  > 2u + 1. Let ,I = 
gcd(u -2,6). When can the complete design of order w  (the simple 
TS(w, w  - 2)) be partitioned into (w - 2)/A) TS(w, 1)‘s (a large set) so that 
(u - 2)/A of these triple systems each have a TS(u, A) on the same u points? 
Essentially, we are asking for a Stern-type theorem [16], but for large sets. 
Strong sufficient conditions in this problem would certainly simplify the 
proof of the Main Theorem of this paper. 
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